
 

Monday September 11th   

Vocabulary Lesson 5  
1 anticlimax (AN tee KLY MAKS) N. an event that has less 

importance than the events leading up to it  

2 aplomb (uh PLAHM) N. self-assurance; poise  

3 cancellation (KAN suh LAY shuhn) N. the act of calling 

something off  

4 dialogue (DY uh LAWG) N. conversation between two or 

more people  

5 endow (en DOW) V. to provide with something  

Ch 6 Lesson 3 Progressive and Emphatic Forms  

Write the verb in parentheses in the form indicated.  
1. Descendants of the Bounty mutineers (present perfect 

progressive of live) on Pitcairn Island since the 18th century.  

2. The actress (present progressive of appear) in the road 

company of the play.  

 

Tuesday September 12th   

Vocabulary Lesson 5  
6 enrapture (en RAP chur) V. to enchant  

7 exotic (ig ZAHT ik) ADJ. strikingly unusual  

8 finale (fuh NAL ee) N. the end; the conclusion  

9 gala (GAY luh) ADJ. festive  

10 lavish (LAV ish) ADJ. extremely generous; extravagant  

Ch 6 Lesson 3 Progressive and Emphatic Forms  

Write the verb in parentheses in the form indicated.  
3. Alpha Centauri (present emphatic of shine) more brightly than 

many other stars.  

4. Cheryl and I (past perfect progressive of plan) to ask the 

teacher about the assignment.  



Wednesday September 13th   

Vocabulary Lesson 5  
11 pantomime (PAN tuh MYM) N. the art of telling a story 

solely through body movements and facial expressions  

12 parody (PAR uh dee) N. imitation of an artistic work done 

for humor or to ridicule the work  

13 patronize (PAY truh NYZ) V. to help to support, often 

financially  

14 portray (por TRAY) V. to act the part of; to create a 

character  

15 psychological (SY kuh LAHJ i kuhl) ADJ. relating to or 

directed toward the mind  

Ch 6 Lesson 3 Progressive and Emphatic Forms  

Write the verb in parentheses in the form indicated.  
5. By Thanksgiving, Janine (future perfect progressive of work) 

in the customer service department for three years.  

6. A secret British computer (past perfect progressive of break) 

German codes for two years when the first U.S. electronic 

computer went into operation in 1945.  

  



Thursday September 14th   

Vocabulary Lesson 5  
16 radical (RAD i kuhl) ADJ. favoring extreme changes in 

current views or conditions  

17 revue (ri VYOO) N. a theatrical show made up of songs, 

dances, and skits  

18 soliloquy (suh LIL uh kwee) N. a speech in which a single 

actor thinks out loud  

19 synopsis (si NAHP sis) N. a summary or overview  

20 unique (yoo NEEK) ADJ. one of a kind; unusual  

Ch 6 Lesson 3 Progressive and Emphatic Forms  

Write the verb in parentheses in the form indicated.  
7. The candidate (present emphatic of intend) to visit every state 

in the Union.  

8. Until his fall, Eliot (past perfect progressive of beat) his own 

record in the 100-meter race. 


